
Parish of St Francis of Assisi

Minutes of Parish Pastoral Council Meeting 9th October 2018

Present:     ,, David Boott, Sheila North, Angela Barnes, Jack Stafford, Liz Draper, Dave Doyle, Deacon Chris Stevens and
Fr Martin Sylvester

Apologies:      Carol Morris

Opening prayer:        Fr Martin Sylvester
Reading:              David Boott

The meeting convened at 7.00pm.

 1. The Minutes of the previous meeting (11th September) 

The minutes were confirmed as a true record of the meeting. These will be published on the parish blog, and a 
small number of paper copies made available in the porch.

 2. Matters Arising from the September Minutes

• Mental Health awareness training – Fr Martin confirmed that the course took place on the morning of 
this meeting; he found it a useful refresher to previous knowledge.. There were approximately twenty 
other attendees, mainly from professional and academic areas. The presenter suffered from anxiety, 
and so was well qualified to speak; she will send details of other support groups to attendees.

• Adoremus Congress – the follow-on meeting has not yet taken place. Jack (who wasn’t at the last 
meeting) gave his feedback. He found that he was spiritually awakened by the Friday Mass, whereas 
the big open area of the Arena on the Saturday didn’t have the same effect on him. He wished he had 
gone to more challenging sessions/workshops on the Friday, rather that the safe/obvious ones.

• Nottingham Deaneries – there is a further meeting planned for the 11 th October, to continue working 
towards joining the two Nottingham deaneries. We spoke again about whether Long Eaton would fit 
better in future in Nottingham or Derby, but there was no clear consensus at this stage.

• PGL – the Confirmation catechists have not yet talked about this.

 3. Retreat/Day of Recollection

Fr Martin reported that some Diocesan clergy had visited Mount Saint Bernard Abbey on 5th October, and had 
been led by Abbot Eric Varden.
Regarding our own retreat, and taking into account the feedback from MSB we thought that it should be 
proposed as a one day visit, open to all parishioners, with a maximum number of 30; an application process for
tickets would be publicised, ensuring that not having access to internet/email would not detract form 
someone’s chance of applying. Talking of suitable dates we agreed that somewhere in the first three weeks of 
Lent (2019) would be good, and MSB would be contacted to find a weekday availability in that time frame. The 
suggestion was that we would arrive around 10.00am and stay until the end of Vespers (approx. 6.00pm)

 4.  This month’s topic – Diverse Recruitment

We spoke about the mix of people (ages, backgrounds etc) in roles and ministries around the parish, and talked 
about how we could encourage some groups to become more diverse.

We have considerable representation from overseas countries in our congregation.

• Keralan community -for some of them Long Eaton is their ‘second base’ and many of them are active 
volunteers in their community services.

• Similarly with the Polish members of our congregation, who have Mass at the Polish church on a 
monthly basis.

• Welcome to ‘strangers’ passing by
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• Invite representatives to the PPC meeting.

• See if there are ways of integrating some of their actions/customs, for instance there was mention of 
the highly Decorated crosses carried on Palm Sunday by people from Eastern Europe.

We noted that this year there had been no real celebration of the Feast Day of St Francis, apart from 
celebrating the Mass

Celebrations for feasts after/around Masses.

Blessing of animals – perhaps an ecumenical service with other LE churches on St Francis’ Feast day

Invite Syro Malabar/Syro-Malakar/Polish clergy

It was mentioned that children and families are not seen apart from weekends. However David noted that the 
children at English Martyrs’ have a thriving faith life, with Liturgies, Acts of Worship and Masses, many of which
are open to visitors attending; perhaps we need to think ‘outside’ of the church building.

LGBTQI+ – support group in the Catholic church- there is an annual Diocesan Mass for LGBT Catholics

Couples living together – Baptism - ‘well founded hope on the Catholic Faith’

 5. AOB

• Deacon Chris –  early drafts of the Parish directory were circulated. Queries need to be sent to each 
group in the parish asking for a standard text covering What?/Where?/When?/Who?

• Liz – the One World Meal is taking place after the 10.30am Mass on 21st October

• FrM – mentioned that he had had a number of entry suggestions for the bulletin where the 
correspondent had asked for their name not to be used. He appreciates that there are circumstances 
where this would be required to safeguard people, but if it is just a matter of ‘false modesty’ then his 
editorial policy would be adhered to.

 6. Closing Prayer. Fr. Martin.

The meeting closed at 8.30pm
Next meeting is on 13th November 7.00pm   - Topic to be confirmed
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